
























3-46-7 3-46-8

4. No owner, operator or occupant shall cause any
service facility, equipment or utility which is
required under this ordinance to be removed from
or shut off from or discontinued for any occupied
dwelling let or occupied, except for temporary
interruption as may be necessary while actual
repairs or alterations are in process, or during
temporary emergencies or when discontinuance of
service is approved by the Health Officer.

5. No owner shall let to any other occupant any
vacant dwelling unit unless it is clean, sanitary
and fit for human occupancy.

6. Every dwelling or dwelling unit shall be
constructed, and yard grading shall be
accomplished, to direct the discharge of normal
rainfall into natural drainage channels, dedicated
drainage swales, the public right-of-way, or storm
sewers.

7. No dwelling, dwelling unit, structure, yard, lot
premises, or part thereof shall be maintained as,
or permitted to become an insect infestation or
rat harborage.

3-46-8. Responsibilities of Owners and Occupants. 

A. Every owner of a dwelling containing more than two (2)
dwelling units shall be responsible for maintaining 1n
a clean and sanitary condition the shared or public
area of the dwelling and premises thereof.

B. Every occupant of a dwelling or dwelling unit shall
keep in a clean and sanitary condition that part of
the dwelling, dwelling unit and premises thereof which
he occupies and controls.
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3-46-9 3-46-10

(a) That in a rooming house where rooms are let
only to males, flush urinal may be substituted
for not more than one-half of the required
number of water closets.

(b) That all such facilities shall be so located
within the dwelling as to be reasonably
accessible from a common hall or passageway
to all persons sharing such facilities.

(c) That every lavatory basin and bathtub or
shower shall be supplied with heated and
unheated water under pressure at all times.

3. The operator of every rooming house shall be
responsible for the sanitary maintenance of all
walls, floors and ceilings, and for maintenance
of a sanitary condition in every other part of the
rooming house; and shall be further responsible
for the sanitary maintenance of the entire premises
where the entire structure or building is leased or
occupied by the operator.

4. Every provision of this chapter which applies to
rooming houses shall also apply to hotels, except
to the extent that any such provision may be found
in conflict with the laws of this state or with the
lawful regulations of any state board or agency.

3-46-10. Premises - Maintenance in Safe and sanitary Condition.

A. No building, vehicle, structure, receptacle, yard, lot,
premises, or part thereof, shall be constructed, made,
used, maintained, or operated in any manner causing
or producing any health or safety hazard, or permitted
to become a rodent harborage and insect infestation.

B. It shall be unlawful for any occupant of any dwelling
unit, building or structure of any kind whatever, to
vacate premises without his causing to be removed
therefrom and properly disposed of, all garbage or
rubbish or other objectionable waste of any kind.
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